
PHOTOS: Celebs Tell Us: What's In My Bag?

Snack Attack

"I've got a bag of arugula for my son, and GoodBites' raw chocolate truffle balls for me. I assuage my guilt by saying, 'They're healthy!'"

Mist Opportunity

"I never leave home without my hydrating mist. It's made by the Hungarian skincare line Eminence. My mom is Hungarian, so I feel like I'm being loyal to her."

Watch Your Mouth

"I bring dental floss for those moments after lunch when I'm about to do an interview. I can't have broccoli in my teeth!"

PHOTOS: Editors' Beauty Picks: Fall 2015 Edition

Light Read

"Right now I'm carrying A Little Book of Sensual Comfort by Jennifer Louden. It's about nurturing your soul."

Well-Suited

"I have a Laura Uribarri bikini with me at all times. You never know when you'll be near a pool or an ocean — or if I'm up north, up a creek!"

PHOTOS: Editors' Style Picks for Fall 2015 -- With Discounts

Also in Morissette's clutch: a Marcador Global wallet, an iPhone 6 Plus, an iPad Mini, Thieves spray, a car key, Garrett Leight California sunglasses, Eden Foods organic matcha tea, Juniper Ridge white sage and wild mint tea, Hope Glierman jaw clenching remedy, Poppy & Someday Kapha spray, Dr. Alkaitis lip balm, Dr. Boarde Lip balm, a vitamin box, Fat and the Moon Lip & Cheek Stain, RMS Beauty Living Luminizer, a first aid kit (with Angry Birds Band-Aid!), Mineral Fusion lipstick, RMS Beauty Tinted UnPowder, Primal Pit Paste, a mini Mason Pearson brush, Pratima Saffron Eye Ghee, May Lindstrom Skin's The Blue Cocoon, Kjaer Weis Illusion concealer, and diTERRA Deep Blue Rub.